
Fugltinden

Northeast of Storsteinnes lies the majestic Fugltinden peak.
The mountain rests where Balsfjord arches in a large bow
to the north and east and with Malangen to the west with
its fjord arm Nordfjord. You will feel surrounded by the sea
from the beginning to the top. The view stretches in all
directions so a midnight sun trip to Fugltinden peak is
highly recommended. The trip is relatively long and offers
a lot of varied terrain with several little mountain lakes
along the way. The view from the top is spectacular.

Fugltinden – 15,4 km R/T 
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To reach Fugltinden peak, you either drive via Storsteinnes
or the Rya-connection. The trip has a fairly long initial
march with steady climb in the last part of the tree line.
Above the tree line is a long gentle stretch of marshy and
heathery terrain. In this area are many nice mountain lakes.
The last 400 altitude metres are steady but steep to the top.
The surface is mostly soft with no rock fields as is often the
case with mountain paths. The view from the top is unique
with several of Troms’ beautiful mountain formations 
resting on the horizon including Lyngsalpene to the east.
Have a good trip!

Trail description

Fugltinden

Nearby Outings Contact information

Skredtinden via Skogsbua 9,4 km RT 

Juksavatnet lake loop 3 km 

Kantones - Blåtind 9,4 km RT

Balsfjord Municipality
+47 77 72 20 00
post@balsfjord.kommune.no
www.balsfjord.kommune.no
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